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WINNER 2018 - LAURENT FAYAT YEAR
« ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR THE SEA » AWARD

The ship of Theseus: as a social plug-in

Link to the database

Team: Kaushal Tatiya
Country: India
Icemill
Pure water for global sustainability

Link to the database

Team: Katarzyna Przybyla
Country: Poland
Plastic Pirates Archipelago
Heterotopia in the middle of the oceans on the waste of society

Team: Félix Chicoteau, Thomas Giroud
Country: France
2018 EDITION

« ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR THE SPACE » AWARD
LAURENT FAYA YEA R
Infinity
Mars is there, waiting to be reached

Link to the database

Team: Thomas Goessler
Country: Austria
The Oasis
We provide Food and Shelter in a place where there is No Life

Team: Samer el Sayary
Country: Egypt

Link to the database
Sélénia
A village under the moon
Link to the database

Team: Sylve Truyman, Pierre-Jacques Truyman
Country: France
« ARCHITECTURE AND ISSUES OF THE SEA LEVEL RISE » AWARD

LAURENT FAYAT YEAR
The great wall of lagoon
Keep the coastline, Rebuild the community

Link to the database

Team: Chang Chun Lin, Sheng Han Chen
Country: Taiwan
Tekasa’l
Living in symbiosis on the water

Team: Loïs Tavernier
Country: France
Seme-Biose
Beyond Resilience: Blue and Green for Sustainable Local Development of the Senegalese Coastline

Team: Franklin Hermann Sokning Yemeli, Mesmer Ndienang Dapabko
Country: Cameroon
Astral Window
Living architecture
Link to the database

Team: Yahia Barkaoui
Country: Tunisia
Bloom in Gloom
Grow and Glow
Link to the database

Team: Michael Angelo O. Almanza, John Briggs H. Gime, John Paul A. Felices, Mc Kenly V. Toling, Ismael C. Azis, Armando III A. Maritires, James Ballares, Gabriel T. Salcedo, Norberto Villas
Country: Philippines
2017 EDITION

« ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR THE SEA » AWARD
ERIC SCOTTO YEAR
WINNER 2017 - ERIC SCOTTO YEAR
« ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR THE SEA » AWARD

Currents for Currents
Blue is the new green
Link to the database

Team: Deo Alrashid T. Alam, Robert Andrew P. Galanopierre, Michael Monjardin
Country: Philippines
Ephemere Highrise
Floating Energy Station and Liquid Metal Battery Charging Station

Team: Dimo Ivanov
Country: Bulgaria
Biolum Reef
An eco-virtuous inhabited reef

Link to the database

Team: Olivier Bocquet, Lisa Tanet, Laurence Casalot, François Desuelles, Christian Tamburini

Country: France
Platinum City
The first post-human city in the world

Team: Sean Thomas Allen
Country: United-Kingdom

WINNER 2017 - ERIC SCOTTO YEAR
« ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE » AWARD
Chronique Martienne
Informed strategy of urbanization of Mars
Link to the database

Team: Dylan Collins
Country: France
Solar Spore
A photo-bioreactor with algae in space

Link to the database

Team: Pierre-Jacques Truyman, Alexandre Brassart, Sylvie Truyman
Country: France
2017 EDITION

ARCHITECTURE AND ISSUES OF THE SEA LEVEL RISE AWARD

ERIC SCOTTO YEAR
Translated Utopia
The Tuvaluan Archipelago in Aotearoa, New Zealand

Link to the database

Team: Yarina Elizabeth
Country: USA
Tofinu Sur Le Chemin De l’Eau
Tradition, a solution for the future?

Team: Amede Kemi, Do Don
Country: France, Australia

Link to the database
Sol Refuge
Offshore platforms in salt to live
Link to the database

Team: David Lambert
Country: France
The Reef Of Silence
Place of funeral and coral breeding
Link to the database

Team: Yunil Nam
Country: South Korea
SPECIAL MENTION 2016 - FRANCIS RAMBERT YEAR
« ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR THE SEA » AWARD

Anticipatory Archipelagos
A revitalizing earth

Link to the database

Team: Shaunice Ten
Country: Singapore
Coup de Coeur 2016 - Francis Rambert Year
« Architecture, Design and Technology for the Sea » Award

Water Pavilion
Walk on the ocean
Link to the database

Team: Diego Daniel Valle Almagro
Country: Spain
Civilization 0.000
Floating energy station

Team: Dimo Ivanov
Country: Bulgaria
2016 EDITION

« ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE » AWARD
FRANCIS RAMBERT YEAR
The Terra Chronicles
Potential seeds

Link to the database

Team: Ruonning Deng, Shixiang Zheng, Yuteng Lin
Country: China, Canada
Green Solar Airship
A possible future

Link to the database

Team: Jean-Marc Schivo, Lucilla Revelli, Gérard Feldzer

Country: Italy, France
COUP DE COEUR 2016 - FRANCIS RAMBERT YEAR
« ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE » AWARD

Project Noah's ark
Survive when the world collapses
Link to the database

Team: Samer El Sayary
Country: Egypt
Architecture On The Moon
Space tourism and habitat for scientific research

Team: Victor Del Carpio Torres
Country: Peru
« ARCHITECTURE AND ISSUES OF THE SEA LEVEL RISE » AWARD
FRANCIS RAMBERT YEAR
New Edge
Extend the limits of the ribs

Link to the database

Team: SAP Chennai Team

Country: India
H2O
The humanitarian port of the ocean

Link to the database

Team: Zicheng Cui, Léo Bentegeat, Zhicheng Weng
Country: China, France
Buoyant Light
Infrastructure for seasonal change
Link to the database

Team: Claire Lubell, Virginia Fernandez Rincon
Country: Canada
Land-water co-habitation
The new Hong Kong

Team: Tang Jieliang
Country: China (Hong Kong)
WINNER 2015 - FRANCIS VALLAT YEAR
« ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR THE SEA » AWARD

Re-Source
Bio-fuel production and distribution station

Team: Robin Vairé, Yorick Isnard, Paul Morini
Country: France
Plastic Reef
Wildlife and research
Link to the database

Team: Etienne Fouque, Guillaume Rodère, Diego Romero
Country: France
Carbonic Island
A solution against the acidity of the oceans

Link to the database

Team: Adam Fernandez
Country: France
JACQUES ROUGERIE FOUNDATION
SPACE AND SEA GENERATION
INSTITUT DE FRANCE

2015 EDITION

« ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE » AWARD
FRANCIS VALLAT YEAR
Neck of the Moon
A new world in space

Team: El Hadi Jazairy, Rania Ghosn, Hsin-Han Lee, Jia Weng, Sihao Xiong, Shuya Xu, Mingchuan Yang
Country: China, France, Lebanon
Frontier Orbital Collider
Quantum research towards new frontiers

_Link to the database_

**Team:** Alistair Williams, Vitaly Ozerov

**Country:** England, Russia
D.N.A.
Beyond the Earth
Link to the database

Team: Sophie Veerecque, Alexandre Cohen-Aknine
Country: France
2015 EDITION

« ARCHITECTURE AND ISSUES OF THE SEA LEVEL RISE » AWARD

FRANCIS VALLAT YEAR
Re-Generator
Alternative maritime development

Team: Gabriel Munoz Moreno
Country: Spain

WINNER 2015 - FRANCIS VALLAT YEAR
« ARCHITECTURE AND ISSUES OF THE SEA LEVEL RISE » AWARD
New York City Les Pieds Dans l’Eau
Living with water as a regular visitor

Team: Nikki Beuneiche
Country: France
Waterline
The use of dyked spaces
Link to the database

Team: Claire Lacaze
Country: France
JACQUES ROUGERIE FOUNDATION
SPACE AND SEA GENERATION
INSTITUT DE FRANCE

2014 EDITION

« ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR THE SEA » AWARD
JEAN-FRANÇOIS CLERVOY YEAR
Biodiver[City]
Zoo in the ocean
Link to the database

Team: Quentin Perchet, Zarko Uzelac, Thomas Yvon
Country: France, Serbia
Ocean Hyacinth
Flood tide at Marsh Islands (Louisiana)

Team: Jihyoon Yoon, Deakwon Park
Country: South Korea, USA
The Cloud Charger
A mobile response to the problem of drought

Team: Barbara Sopolińska, Marta Szczepanska, Daria Wojciechowska
Country: Poland
M.O.V.E.
Waving vector of energy
Link to the database

Team: Nolwenn Battistoni, Paul Beaucé
Country: France
2014 EDITION

« ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE » AWARD

JEAN-FRANÇOIS CLERVOY YEAR
Mars Mission
Colonization of Mars

Link to the database

Team: Lam Wai-han, Choy Chung-lam, Chueng Sze-yu, Chuang Cheng-lin
Country: China (Hong Kong), Taiwan
Skylink
A first step towards infinity

Link to the database

Team: Alexandre Voegelé, Mathieu Gasq, Eric Géraud
Country: France
Origami Suitcase
Folding home for individual and collective use

Link to the database

Team: Edbert Cheng, Henry Chuang
Country: USA
JACQUES ROUGERIE FOUNDATION
SPACE AND SEA GENERATION
INSTITUT DE FRANCE
2014 EDITION

« ARCHITECTURE AND ISSUES OF THE SEA LEVEL RISE » AWARD

JEAN-FRANÇOIS CLERVOY YEAR
Plastique 2.0
7th continents serving island climate migrants

Link to the database

Team: Bao Thu Nguyen, Hoang Anh Tran, Le Hung Nguyen, Khanh Chi Tran
Country: Vietnam
Living Grounds
Intelligent environment generator

Team: Alexandru Senciuc, Agathe Raguit, Arnaud Thomas, Cristian Santibanez, Helmi Ghammam, Irène Pluchinotta, Iris Yassur, Razvan George Gorcea, Samia Ben Rajeb, Andrei Stan, Tudor Mafteianu

Country: France, Italy, Tunisia, Romania

SPECIAL MENTION 2014 - JEAN-FRANCOIS CLERVOS YEAR
« ARCHITECTURE AND ISSUES OF THE SEA LEVEL RISE » AWARD
Cellule Source
Cellular composition of a reticulated human body
Link to the database

Team: Gaspard Vivien
Country: France
Ocean Ice
Oceans at the service of the regeneration of the poles

Link to the database

Team: Teddy Merle
Country: France
« ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR THE SEA » AWARD
JEAN-LUC ALLAVENA YEAR
Arctic Harvester
A shifting farming community among icebergs

Link to the database

Team: Meriem Chabani, Maeva Leneveu, Etienne Chobaux, John Edom

Country: France, UK
New North Sea
Rehabilitation of an oil platform

Link to the database

Team: Alexandre Arcens
Country: France
This Side Up
Floating University
Link to the database

Team: Bram Van Caute
Country: Belgium

COUP DE COEUR BABEL 2013 - JEAN-LUC ALLAVERNA YEAR
« ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR THE SEA » AWARD
2013 EDITION

ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE AWARD

JEAN-LUC ALLAVENA YEAR
Moon: Origin Point
The first lunar community

Team: Miloje Krunic, Aleksandar Copic, Nikola Radojicic, Mina Stevic, Nikola Protic
Country: Serbia

WINNER 2013 - JEAN-LUC ALLAVENA YEAR «ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE» AWARD
Martian Ring
The first human community around Mars

Team: Alexander Mamon, Artem Tyutyunnik
Country: Ukraine
For Earth
Creating an exploitable environment

Link to the database

Team: Deyan Saev, Son Nguyen
Country: Bulgaria, Vietnam
Sky Harvest
Agriculture in space

Link to the database

Team: Takuya Onishi, Masato Ashida, Alvaro Conti,
Pornthep Chatpinyakoop, Sarapol Prukchartsiri, Bunpot
Weeradacha

Country: Japan, Italy, Thailand
2013 EDITION

« ARCHITECTURE AND ISSUES OF THE SEA LEVEL RISE » AWARD

JEAN-LUC ALLAVENA YEAR
Caltrope
Ensuring the future of the mangrove

Link to the database

Team: Anna Barothy, Melinda Bozso, Janka Csemak
Country: Hungary
JalaPur
The city of waters
Link to the database

Team: Agnès Laycuras-Gandar, Laura Guépin
Country: France
Drop in the Ocean
Preservation of heritage

Link to the database

Team: Mikhail Kudryashov
Country: Russia
JACQUES ROUGERIE FOUNDATION
SPACE AND SEA GENERATION
INSTITUT DE FRANCE

2012 EDITION

« ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR THE SEA » AWARD
EMMANUEL HERVÉ YEAR
Lady Landfill Skyscraper
Floating recycling center capable of collecting the waste that pollutes the oceans

Link to the database

Team: Milorad Vidojevic, Milica Pihler, Jelena Pucarevic
Country: Serbia

WINNER 2012 - EMMANUEL HERVE YEAR
« ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR THE SEA » AWARD
MORPHotel
Floating hotel capable of moving around the world and whose structure adapts to both the weather conditions and the environment in which it evolves

Team: Gianluca Santosuosso
Country: Italy

Link to the database
Incontinence Plastique
Floating city taking the sphere as architectural base to build habitats able to be moved freely

Link to the database

Team: Boris Lefevre, Charly Duchosal
Country: France, Swiss
JACQUES ROUGERIE FOUNDATION
SPACE AND SEA GENERATION
INSTITUT DE FRANCE

2012 EDITION

« ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE » AWARD
EMMANUEL HERVÉ YEAR
Station Autonome Modulaire

Space equipment intended to receive men and designed from multiple layers of pressurization

Link to the database

Team: Teïva Bordereau, Cédric Bordereau

Country: France
Une Goutte d’Océan
A basin filled with water in the middle of the module and in which a traveler could immerse himself and calm the physiological disturbances to which he is subjected.

Link to the database

Team: Guillaume Prugnier
Country: France
Thalassophilantropy
Rethinking urban planning in seaside towns

Team: Koen Olthuis, Mahtab Akhavan, Laura Weiss, Alexandre Voegelé
Country: Netherlands, Iran, Spain, France

WINNER 2012 - EMMANUEL HERVE YEAR
« ARCHITECTURE AND ISSUES OF THE SEA LEVEL RISE » AWARD
Noah
Concept of artificial islands, solution to overcome the problem of rising waters in the Maldives

[Link to the database]

Team: Vincent Niccoli, Gabriel Bourdet
Country: France
Hydropolis
Modular system of «river city» structured by a hydrological system.
At the country level, we obtain a natural regulation of the Nile matching the rhythm of floods with that of agriculture

Link to the database
Team: Marion Ottmann, Margaux Leycuras, Anne-Hina Mallette
Country: France
JACQUES ROUGERIE FOUNDATION
SPACE AND SEA GENERATION
INSTITUT DE FRANCE

2011 EDITION

« ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR THE SEA » AWARD

PAUL MAYMONT YEAR
Enercité
Positive energy floating city system for environmental migrants, sustainable development

Link to the database

Team: Camille Benoit, Bastiaan Vermonden
Country: France, Netherlands
Bamb’loon
Floating bamboo floating house, autonomous energy consisting of a base and a survival cell, able to fly with a balloon

Link to the database

Team: Yannick Lelogeais
Country: France
Apogeios
Cited in space, a sort of space island. Apogeidos can accommodate ten thousand inhabitants. It would be built with extraterrestrial materials but terrestrial processes

Team: Olivier Boisard, Pierre Marx
Country: France